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WARNINGS Read Before Using Your Sega Dreamcast Video Game System 

CAUTION 
Anyone who uses ihe Sega Dreamcast should read the operating manual for die software and console before operating them. A 

responsible adult should read these manuals together with any minors who twill use the Saga Dreamcast before the minor uses it 

HEALTH AND EPILEPSY WARNING 
Some small number of people are susceptible to epileptic seizures nr loss oS consciousness when exposed to certain flashing lights 

or light patterns that they encounter in everyday life, such as those in certain television images or video games. These seizes oi 

loss of consciousness may occur even if the person has never had an epileptic secure. 

If you or anyone in your family has ever had symptoms related to epilepsy when exposed to flashing lights, consult your doctor pTior 

to using Sega DreamcasL. 

In all cases, parents should monitor the use of video games by their children. If any player experiences dizziness, blurred vision, eye 

or muscle twitches, toss of consciousness, disorientation, any involuntary movement or convulsion, IMMEDIATELY DISCONTINUE 

USE AN D CON SU LT YOU Ft DOCTOR 8£fOR£ fl£$U MING PLAY. 

To reduce the possibility of Such symptoms, the operator must follow those safety precautions at ail times when using Sega Dreamca st 

* Sit a minimum ol 0.5 toot away from the television screen. This should be as Ear as the length of the controller cable, 

* Do not play if you are tired br have net had much sleep. 

* Make sure that the room in which you are playing has. all the lights on and is well lit, 

- Stop playing video games for at least ten to twenty minutes per hour. This will rest your eyes, neck, arms acd fingers so that you 

can continue comfortably praying the game in the Suture. 

OPERATING PRECAUTIONS 
To prevent personal injury, property damage or mallunctian: 

* Before removing disc, be sure it has stepped spinning. 

■ The Sega Dreamcast GfTROM disc is intended for use exclusively on the Sega Dreamcast video game system. Do not use this 

disc in anything other than a Sega Dreamcast console, especially not in a CD player. 

■ Do not allow fingerprints or dirt on either side of the disc. 

* Avoid bending the disc. Do not touch, smudge ur scratch its surface. 

* Do not modify or enlarge the center Note of the disc or use a disc that is cracked, modified or repaired with adhesive tape. 

* Do not write on or apply anything to either sid e cf the disc. 

« Store the disc in its original case and do not expose ft to high temperature and humidity. 

■ Do not leave the disc in direct sunlight or near a radiator or other source of heat, 

* Use Ions clearer and a soft dry cloth tu clean disc, wiping gently from the center to the edge. Never use chemicals such as 

benzene and paint thinner to dean disc. 

PROJECTION TELEVISION WARNING 
Still pictures or images nay cause permanent picture tube demeqc or mark the phosphor cf the CBT. Avoid repeated or extended use 

of video gamos do large screen projection televisions, 

SEGA DREAMCAST VIDEO GAME USE 
This GP-FtQM can only be used with the Sega Dreamcast vidao game system Do not attempt to pf&y Ihis GD-ROM On any other 

CD player: doing so may damage the headphones and/or speakers. This game is licensed for home play on the Sega Dreamcast 

video game system only. Unauthorised copying, reproduction, rental, public performance of this game is a violation of applicable 

laws. The characters end events portrayed in this game are purely fictional. Any similarity to other persons, living or dead, is 

purely coincidental. 
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Before you begin to play San Francisco Rush 2049, pay attention to the 

following information regarding your Sega Dreamcast Hardware Unit. 

Be sure the Power Is off on your Sega Dreamcast system. 

Plug in all Sega Dreamcast Controller (s) 

*One controller Is included with the Sega Dreamcast at the Time of 

purchase. Additional controllers and peripherals are sold separately 

For more information on the Sega Dreamcast Controller, see the 

next page. 

Insert your San Francisco Rush 2049 Sega Dreamcast Specific Disc. 

Press the Power Button to activate the Sega Dreamcast. 

Follow on-screen game instructions. 

SEGA DREAMCAST HARDWARE UNIT 

Disc Paar 

Power Button 
This turns the 

unit ON or OFF 

Open Button 
Press tD open 
the Disc Door 

Control Parts 
Use these ports to connect the Dreamcast Contrail er or other peripheral equipment 
From left to right fine DonfroJ Port A, Centre! Port B, Control Pott Cr and Control Pert B. 
Use each port to connect controllers for players t to 4 respectively. 

Sib 

San Francisco Rush 2049 supports the 

Sega Dreamcast Jump Pack™ device. 

Sec your Jump Pack's documentation 

for setup and usage. 

SEGA DREAMCAST CONTROLLER 

Forward View 

Up to 4 players can play San Francisco 

Rush 2049. Before turning the Sega 

Dreamcast power ONr connect the 

controller or other peripheral equip¬ 

ment into the control ports of the Sega 

Dreamcast. 

lb return to the title screen at any point 

during game play simultaneously press 

and hold the A, B, X, Y and then 

Start. This will cause the 

Dreamcast to soft-reset the 

and display the title screen. 



CTBS^MgMPB^Urgrr 
VISUAL MEMORY UNIT (VMUI 

Use this device to Load or Save Configuration Data and options settings to your VMU. 

After selecting a Load or Save option, press the A Button to load or save data. 

When saving data, your Controller Configuration and any game configuration settings 

will be saved to the VMU until the next time you play San Francisco Rush 2049. The 

VMU will automatically load any saved data when powering up the console, as long 

as you have a VMU inserted in your Sega Dreamcast. 

The number of memory blocks required to same game files varies according to the 

type of software and content of files to be saved. With this game, 2 blocks are required 

I to save the game information and 17 blocks are required to save the options settings. 

I The options settings will be automatically saved when the options menu is exited, 

* Important Warning * 
While saving a game file, never turn OFF the Sega Dreamcast power, 

remove the VMU or disconnect the controller. 

Accelerate 
(ftlghi Trigger) 

Brake 
tlfffr Trigger) 

Abort/Reset Car 

Drop Weapon 

(Up) 

Wings/Shoot 

Reverse 

View 
(Down) 

Shift Down 

Pause 

* Important * 
Operation with incompatible controllers is nor guaranteed 

M6NU/SUB-M6NU NAVIGATION 
When navigating through menu screens, use the Directional Burton (or Analog Thumb 

Rad) to highlight selections. Press the A Button to activate the selection (such as 

accessing another menu or saving a game for example). Pressing the B Burton in any 

menu will exit you back to the previous screen. 



At the game's title screen, press Start to access the 

Main Menu, Use the Directional Dutton or the 

Analog Thumb Pad to highlight the different sub¬ 

menus, To access a sub-menu, press the A Dutton, 

Press the B Button to go bach to the previous 

screen. The following options are available at the 

Main Menu: 

PLAYERS 
This option lets you select how many players will be 

playing, Ptess Left and Right on the Directional Dutton or the Analog Thumb Rid to choose 
the number of players. The number of players available using this option is based on the 

number of controllers plugged into your Sega Dreamcasr. Press the A Dutton to view play¬ 
er sub-options: 

Just Play 
If you're ready to go, make this selection. Your scores will nor be saved, but you will get 

your race going right away. Sec Game Modes, pg. 12 - 14, for details for sub-options 
under the Just Play option. 

Controls 
Modify your controller (see pg, 12.) 

VMU 
Select the slot (A 1/2, B 1/2, etc.) that houses the VMU you want to use to load or save 
your data. After you select the VMU you're using, you can then select Create Player to 

save data to a name that you specify. When you select a VMU that contains a Rush 2049 

saved game, the names of those saved games will appear on-screen. Select the saved file 
and press the A Button to return to that saved game (see Visual Memory Unit, pg. 5), 

Create Player 
Select this option, then name a file to save your racing data to. Once you create a player, 

the name will appear as an option. You can then modify your controller specifically for that 

file (see Initial Controls, pg. 6), Select Delete Player, then highlight the created player to 

delete. Press the A Dutton to remove the selected creared player 

RECORDS 
View statistics gathered in the game or the statistics 

for a specific created player. You can view trads 

times, racing stats and even ghost times. 

Once selected, press Left or Right on the 

Directional Dutton or Analog Thumb Pad to cycle 

through the various categories. 

You can also select a specific VMU and view the 

racing statistics saved to that VMU. 

OPTIONS 
The Options Menu allows you to change certain settings in the game. See Options, pg. 

10, for complete details. 

AUDIO 
Adjust the volumes of the game s Effects and Musk. Press Left and Right on the 

Directional Dutton or the Analog Thumb Pad to raise or lower the volumes. You can 

also set the Music Track to its initial setting (this plays a different song per track) or you 

can even turn the music OFF 

VIDEO 
Make adjustments to the picture to fit your television better. If needed, you can change 

the Horizontal and Vertical Centers. The Initialize Center option will restore the picture 

to its original setting. 

There are also color bars that indicate your television s settings. If the Saturation is too 

high, colors will bleed - turn down the brightness. If the Grey Scale is not fully visible 

or black is not black, adjust the contrast. These settings will result in the most vibrant 

Rush 2049 picture possible. 



web sire 
The Web Site option allows you to log onto the in-game web site to upload or down¬ 

load saved Ghost data. You can upload your Ghost Race data to in-game web site to 

share with other players (see Ghost Race, pg, 13), You must configure your modem 

with the browser disc before you can access the web. See the Sega Dream cast 

Instruction Manual for complete details, lb upload Ghost data, you'll select this 

option from the Main Menu. 

Once you've logged onto the site, you can select This option and view the two avail¬ 

able options; 

View Mall 
Select this option if you want to send or receive email messages. Use your Analog 

Thumb Pad to highlight keys on the keyboard, then press the A Button to select. 

Repeat this process to type your message. Click Send to send your email. You'll be 

prompted if you have any messages waiting, 

Enter Web 
When you select this option, your console wall search for a connection, A keyboard 

will appear. Use your Analog Thumb Pad to highlight keys on the keyboard, then 

press the A Button to select. Repeat this process to type your name and password. 

Once you Ye logged on, you can upload Cor download) player data from Cor to) a VMU 

(sec Visual Memory Unit, pg, 5). Select Browse to view the available VMLTs con¬ 

nected to your console. Select a VMU, then select the file you want To upload. Use 

the same procedure to select an already uploaded file you want to download onto a 

specific VMU. 

Once you've collected or uploaded Ghost data, press Start to view a sub-menu, then 

highlight Exit and press the A Button. 

The Options Menu allows you to adjust different 

in-game settings. If you don't want to change 

anything before a race, you can access the 

Options Menu during gameplay by pressing 

Starr to pause the game. 

To adjust an option, highlight it, then press 

Left and Right. When you are finished, press 

the B Burton to activate your changes and 

return to the previous menu. If pausing the 

game, select Continue and press the A Button to return to the game. 

LANGUAGE 
There are sex languages available. When you select a language, all on-screen text (in 

menus) will be shown in that specific language. The initial setting is English. 

PLAYER ARROWS 
When playing a Multi-Player game such as Battle Mode (see pg, 26), the Player 

Arrows will show the location of another player. These locations appear as arrows and 

point In the direction you need to turn to face your enemy. They can be set to either 

ON or OFF. 

TRACK MAP 
This will turn the Track Map (located on-screen) ON or OFF. 

RADAR 
Radar allows you to see what is behind you via a display on the left side of the screen. 

Your car's Radar can be turned ON or OFF here. 

TIME ELAPSED 
This is another on-screen display. The Time Elapsed dock indicates how much time 

has gone by. You can turn This option ON or OFF 



TIME REMAINING 
When the set amount of time runs our and you didn't finish the race, your game will 

end. The Time Remaining dock displays how much rime is remaining on the track. 

This option can be turned ON or OFF bur the time will still count down. This can be 

adjusted only in Ghost and Stum modes. 

TACHOMETER 
When your car is set to Manual Transmission, the Tachometer keeps track of the level 

of RPMs (Rotations Per Minute) your engine ts currently running at. This display can 

be turned ON or OFF 

SPEEDOMETER 
This will track how fast you arc going. This display can be turned ON or OFF 

ODOMETER 
This is a display of how many miles you've traveled In the current race. It can be 
turned ON or OFF 

PLACE 
Your position in the race is displayed on-screen during the race. You can choose to 

turn it ON or OFF 

GEARSHIFT 
When your car Is set to Manual Transmission, this display will show what gear your 

car is in. This option can be turned ON or OFF 

METRIC 
Set your measurements in Miles Per Hour (MPH) or Kilometers Rzr Hour (KPH). 

When Metric is turned ON, KPH will be shown. If turned OFF the default is MPH, 

WRONG WAY 
Make a wrong turn? If this option is turned ON, text will appear on the screen staring 

that you are going the wrong way. If turned OFF you're on your own! 

COINS 
For that true arcade feel turn the Coins display on or off. 

5 mi 
CONTROLS 
The controls option is available under the Player 

option on the Main Menu. You can change the 

settings on your controller using this option. 

Press Up or Down on the Analog Thumb Pad or 

Directional Button to view the different actions. 

Next, press Left or Right until you see the button 

that you want to correspond with the action. An 

"X" will appear next to identical buttons. This 

will let you know what actions still have to be changed 

If you made a mistake and want to restore the controls to their initial settings, high¬ 

light Initialize Settings and press the A Button. When you are finished changing the 

controls, press the B Button. 

At the Main Menu, select the number of players there will be and press the A Button. 

The Just Play option is available. Select St to view the Game Mode Screen. 

After a Game Mode is selected, you !! go to the Select Track Screen to set up your 

race (see Track Selection, pg. 15-16). Here are the available Game Modes for San 

Francisco Rush 2049; 

SINGLE RACE (1-4 Players) 
Basically an Arcade Mode style game. Player I selects a track. Then each player picks 

a car. This mode is for those who want to jump right in and get down to racing! 

PRACTICE (1-4 Players) 

Similar to Single Race Mode, only there are no laps to keep track of. Just keep racing 

until you want to quit. This mode is great for exploring each track and finding the many 

shortcuts and secret paths they contain. -f 



GHOST RACE Cl Player) 

i This game mode challenges you fo defeat a recorded race by marching you against a 

] "ghost" car that is the previously recorded racer Before you can race against the 

| ghost you have to record a ghost race by yourself. Once you have finished a]] required 

j laps, go back fo the Track Menu, 

Under the options portion of the menu, highlight Ghosts, Next, press Left or Righr on the 

j Directional Button or Analog Thumb Fhd to select either Closest or Fastest. Closest will 

I select the closest time to the one you finished the race with. Fastest is the fastest time for that 

I track. Before you take on the fastest ghost, you may want to do some closest races first. 

CIRCUIT MODE (I Player) 

I Arc you good enough to enter a racing circuit? There are four circuit levels in 

I which you can compete (Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced and Extreme). 

lEnter Code 

Without a Visual Memory Unit (see pg. 5), you'd be 

issued a code after finishing a Circuit race. If you have 

a saved code, you can enter ft here. You'll return to that 

Circuit to continue your race toward the championship. 

Press in any direction on the Directional Button or 

Analog Thumb Pad to select a ietter. Press the A 

Button to select the letter you want, then repeat the 

process to complete the code. When the last character 

Bis in place, the code is entered. If you've entered the wrong code, you'll be prompted 

Bthat the code is an ' invalid Code". Try entering the number again to fix your mistake, 

[scoring POINTS 
I Earn the highest amount of points on the circuit to be the Champion, Points are based 

Ion what position you finished. For example, if you place last, you'll earn I point for 

11hat track. If you place First, you will earn 10 points. At the end of the circuit, all points 

|are rallied to determine rhe final finishing positrons in the circuit. 
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AFTERARACE 
After you complete a race, you can view the besf times for the track, along with the 

option to view rhe scoreboard, continuing the circuit or quitting, lb continue the circuit, 

you must enter a code, then you can review the circuir times or even begin a new circuit. 

STUNT (1-4 Players) 

In Stunt Mode, one track is initially available for you 

put the pedal to the floor and go nuts! There's a total 

of 4 Stunt tracks, but you'll need to unlock rhe other 

three by accumlatlng Stunt points (see Stunt Scoring, 

pg. 25 for point totals and other information). 

The object of Stunt Mode is to score the most points 

by performing some outrageous stunts in the allotted 

rime. The player that can pull off the most flips, spins and rolls is the winner! 

NotCZ: You must accumulate 1,000,000 points to unlock Obstacle Mode, 

OBSTACLE (I Player - must be unlocked within Stunt Mode) 

This track features a variety of rooms to navigate through* Each room has a unique 

challenge. Some rooms challenge you to glide through them. Others contain precise 

timing and jumping. This Is excellent driving practice for mastering control, so drive 

as fast as you can and try not ro hit a wall. 

BATTLE (2-4 Player) 

Up to four players can enter an arena and do battle. Arm 

yourself with highly destructive weapons and take out 

your enemies. The player who earns rhe most points 

(kills) wins. For more information on Battle Mode and 

the weapons you can use, sec pgs, 27-25. 



[When selecting a track, a variety of options are 

[available. These options can be used to make a 

| track longer (by increasing the laps) or even more 

[difficult (by changing the direction or fog). Press 

| Up and Down on the Directional Button or Analog 

| Thumb Fcid to view the different options. 

| To change the option, press Left or Right. 

|When you are finished and ready to race, 

[press the A Button. Here Is a breakdown of 

| the different track options. 

LAPS 
| This will select the number of laps you will race the track with. Select from a quick 

| single (I) lap or a lengthy 8 laps. 

BACKWARD 
| This option can be turned ON or OFF When ON, you will race the track backwards. 

| Your car is not backwards or running in reverse. You simply race the track In the 

| opposite direction, 

MIRROR 
| This option will reflect the track you're racing on. For example, if a track has a Ecft- 

[hand turn, it will now be a right-hand turn, This option can be turned ON or OFF 

FOG 
| Control Mother Nature with this option. The further right you move the Jever, the more 

| fog will be on the track. Racing with foggy conditions in the game can be fun and chab 

| longing , but it can quickly turn dead ly as well I 
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WIND 
Similar To fog, the further right you move the lever, the more windy it will ber When your 

car gets airborne, rhe wind can blow it out of control. If you are racing in windy condi¬ 

tions, it is recommended you practice flying with your car first. 

DRONES 
You can choose up to 5 Drones to race against. Also known as AE (Artificial Intelligence) 

Cars, drones are programmed to be competitive and tricky. Drones are fast and accurate 

racers. Itrs a good strategy to watch them and try to follow their path. They usually know 

the best paths. If you can keep up with them, your chance of winning should increase. 

DIFFICULTY 
How difficult do you want the drones to be? The further you move the lever to the right, 

the more difficult the drones will be to defeat. Remember that the more difficult the drone, 

the more times you will lose. 

EXEAT HS 
When you crash (and you will), your car will automatically reset itself further up the track. 

If you have the Deaths option turned ON and you crash, your game will be over. This 

option can be used to your advantage in Circuit Mode. If the Death option is activated, 

every car (including the drones) that crashes will be eliminated from the race. 

If the Death option is Turned OFF; your car will reset itself after every crash. You can also 

abort the crash yourself by pressing Up on the Directional Burton (initial control settings). 



When choosing a car, you can customize its features 

as well as appearance. You can change everything 

from frame weight. The color of your car and even 

change the rimsl Press Up and Down on the 

Directional Button or Analog Thumb Rtd to view 

the different car options. 

lb change an option, highlight it and press Left or 

Rig Hit to view the options. When you are finished 

changing your car, press the A Button. 

I Here arc the options you can change on a car; 

■TRANSMISSION 
I Select what type of transmission your car will have. You can select from a variety of Manual 

((requires shifting gears) and Automatic (no shifting necessary) Transmissions, Try out the 

[various types of transmissions to find the one that works best for you. 

I HANDLING 
I How well your car handies can mean the difference between victory and defeat. Your car s 

I handling depends on the handling style you choose. You can select from Normal, Advanced 

lor Extreme. You might want to work your way up to the Advanced and Extreme vehicles. 

I They require much more skill than the Normal Cars. When selecting a car, any car can be 

| Normal, Advanced or Extreme. 

Nof<z 
New components are ONLY available once you've unlocked them. You can 

unlock these new components with some successful racing. Look for the new 

components each time you return to the Car Selection Screen. 
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ENGINE 
There are 9 different engines you can select ranging from a 3.2 Litre High Performance V6 

to a high-powered fl.O Litre VlOf Remember that the bigger the engine you have, the faster 

and heavier your car wifi be. Try them all to find the one that suits you best. 

RIMS 

After you've given your car its sweet paint job, why not trick it out Further with some new 

rims? There are 24 different rims you can pur on a car. These don't affect your car's per¬ 

formance, bur they do loo Is good! 

TIRES 
The type of tire you have is very important. There are 5 different types of tire you can 

use in the game. Radials is the default fire. Slicks are usually new tires. These have a 

tendency to grip the road a bit too much. You can select from Slicks and Pro Slicks, 

Remember that gripping tires can mess up how your car handles. Aii Terrain tires come 

in handy when you go off of the road. Grass can cause your car to spin and flip uncon¬ 

trollably, but a set of Offroad tires can help you recover fasten 

18 



Iff\am€ 
lYour car's frame is basically its skeleton. The frame can have a direct result on your car s 

I performance by slowing it down, or by making It too light. While a heavier frame will pro¬ 

ject you more from crashing and flipping, it will also slow you down and limit your time 

Bin the air. On the other hand, a lighter frame can cause you to lose control more often. 

I Select from 6 different frame styles, ranging from Light to Heavy. 

■WINGS 
I Remember that flying is important In this game. The wings that are attached to your car 

Sallow you to glide, turn and control your car while it is in the air. The length of these wings 

lean determine how far your car will glide and how fast it can spin Cor recover from a spin). 

|The wing sizes arc Small and Large. 

Nora 
You can select Stunt wings, but only at the Oar Selection screen in Stunt 

Mode, They aid in sucessfully increasing your stunt scores. 

I PAINT JOB 
■You may not like the color of your car at the Car 

(Selection Screen, so why not do something 

labour it. You can change your car s appearance 

■with several color options. Press Left or Right on 

I the Directional Button or Analog Thumb Rid to 

As you race, you will find it helpful to know where to took for information 
about your current race. Study the diagram below to familiarize 

yourself with the on-screen displays. 

Q 

5. Current Lap 

6. Coins (Sllver/Qold) 

7. Track Map 

6, Race Time 

© 
1. Miles Per Hour 

2. Odometer 

3. Radar 

4. Current Place 

TRACK AND CAR DIFFERENCES 
Before you enter a Circuit Mode game or another Important race, you may want to test 

our a few different cars and tracks first. Not all cars handle the same. Some are bulki¬ 

er than others, while some rend to slide around more. Tracks are totally different. 

Each track contains many jumps, shortcuts and sharp turns. With the Track Options 

you can even race the tracks backwards (the track is backwards, NOT your car) and 

change other settings. 

GENERAL DRIVING 
After you have selected a track and car to race with, it's time to hit rhe streets. The 

handling of your car could be the most important thing to deal with at first. As you enter 

turns, exit turns or even Jand jumps, your car will pul! or bounce. It's very important to 

maintain control of your car as you race. Falling to do so could result in you crashing. 



CRASH AND BURN 
When ei car crashes, tt will explode; You are then 

placed bach on the track, (unless The Death option Is 

turned ON, sec Track Options on Rtge 16 for details). 

These crashes waste valuable time and could easily 

cost you a race. Being careless, not watching where 

you are going and colliding with other cars are almost 

guaranteed to make you crash and burn! 

TAKING TURNS 
Some rums in the game are long and smooth, others arc hard and fast. As you enter 

long turn, slow your speed and accelerate out of the turn* Try to hug the inside wall 

lof the turn as it will give you room to speed out of. Sharp turns have the tendency to 

appear out of nowhere. If you're not paying attention to them, you can crash. 

When making a sharp turn, slow down right as you reach it. Next, tap rhe brake until 

I your car almost spins, facing the direction you want to turn. Then, quickly accelerate 

I out of the turn. Another way to turn sharply is to just slow down and turn the wheel 

hard. Then, accelerate out of the turn. Try to run a few laps in Practice Mode first to 

get some experience on that specific track. 

Each track is loaded with jumps. Some jumps are 

natural hills and others are man-made. Remember 

That the faster you approach a jump, the further dis¬ 

tance you'll fly. Jumping correctly can help you get in 

front of other cars or even reach shortcuts. Jumping 

the wrong way can get you into trouble. Try to hit 

each jump straight on, as you're more likely to land 

squarely. If you do get into Trouble while you're air¬ 

borne, don't panic. Each car in The game is 

equipped with a set of wings. 

Flying is a fun but crucial part of this game. Depending on what controller setup you 

have, press the button that corresponds with your wings while you are airborne. Wings 

wilt emerge from the side of your car and allow you to glide for a while. While you are 

in the air, hold down the wing button. As you hold the button, you can move the Analog 

Thumb Pad to make your car turn. Pressing Left and Right will make the car roll. If you 

press Up, rhe car will dip its nose forward. Pressing Down will lift the car's nose. 

ff you press in a direction for too long, your car will have the tendency to flip. Jo 

recover a flipping car, press in the opposite direction from which the car Es flipping. 

It's important to keep holding down the wing burton! If you let go, the wings will 

retract and your car will start to fall to the ground, 

When your car is in the air and approaching an angled 

road, fry to raise or tower the front of your car to match 

the incline or decline of the road. This will help your car 

to land more securely and get better traction on the road. 

It rakes some practice, but controlling an airborne car is 

a very hefpful skiii to master! 

The only Time when it's alright to let your car lose con¬ 

trol is in Stunt Mode. The object of Stum Mode is to earn the most points you can 

by doing the craziest stunts you can. When your car is in the air, feel free to hold the 

Directional Button or Analog Thumb Pad in a certain direction, allowing the car to flip 

and spin rapidly. Just make sure you have enough time to recover, otherwise you won't 

earn any points, 

NOTE 

Wings are not available in Ghost or Battle modes. Stunt wings are available only 

in Stunt mode. 



I SHORTCUTS AND ALTERNATE PATHS 
I Each reach features many different shortcuts and secret paths to help you jump 

lahead of the pack. It will take a while To find Them all, but if you play each track 

1 in Practice Mode, you'll have the time to look for them. Most shortcuts and secret 

[paths appear almost instantly It's important to note that if you see one, make sure 

[you slow down first. Shortcuts and alternate paths usually are narrow roadways 

I between buildings or other hazardous objects. If you miscalculate by slightest 

I margin. It could be disastrous, 

I If you see an opening that could be a shortcut, proceed with caution' Sometimes these 

I roads go nowhere and couEd lead you racing towards a wall at I6QI Secret paths are a 

I bit more complicated. They usually involve a series of narrow tunnels, flying jumps and 

I tight turns before you can exit them. Either way, use caution and get to know the tracks 

I beforehand. 

Igold and silver coins 
[Secret cars are awarded when the player collects a certain number of Silver and 

iGold coins. 

I PAUSING THE GAME 
lAs you're tearing through the streets, it may become necessary to pause the game. 

■Press Starr to pause the game and access the Pause Menu. 

[The following sub-menus arc available to you: 

[RESUME 
■This will continue your game in progress. 
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OPTIONS 
This will access the items in the game's Options Menu. The Pause Menu version 

looks different from the Main Menu version, but they function the same. Highlight the 

option and press Left or Right to change that options settings. When you are finished, 

press the 13 Burton to return to the Pause Menu. Highlight Continue to resume playing. 

CONTROLS 
You can change your control settings here. See pg. 12 for Instructions on changing the 

controls. When you resume playing, your new control settings will be active. 

AUDIO 
This option allows you to turn the Effects and Music volumes up or down. You can 

also select Stereo or Mono sound, lo raise the volume, press to the Right. Press to 

the Left to lower the volume. You can also change the background music track here 

as weJJ. 

VIDEO 
If the screen is off-center it can be adjusted using this option. Follow the instructions 

on pg, 6 to change the video settings. 

RESTART 
Restart the current race or game mode. 

QUIT 
Quit the game. You will be asked to confirm YES or NO first. Make your selection 

and press the A Button. 

Note 
If you select Quit within 15 seconds of the start of the race, you won't be 

asked for confirmation. 



■ursjx scoring 
Roll5 flips, twists and spins are scored based on a full 160 degree rotation counting as one. 

Rolls Cleft and right) . 5 

Flips (forward and backward).5 

Spins ....5 

Twists., ....3 

2 Wheeled Side.  3 

Whecly.5 

Endo ..   .5 

Air Time ..3 

P*s 
prs 

pts 

pts 

pts 

prs 

prs 
pts for every second over 5 seconds in the air. 

Bonuses are awarded after a stunt has been completed. 

NO WINGS BONUS 
This bonus is given for NOT using the wings and successfully landing a stunt. 

PARTIAL WINGS BONUS 
This bonus is given for only using the wings for a short period of time and success¬ 

fully landing a stunt (less then 3 seconds). 

ICON BONUSES 
Bonus multipliers are also given for how many icons (unique stunt: roll left, roll right 

air time, etc .etc.) you've racked up during a single stunt. 

3 icons . , 

4 icons , . 

5 icons . . 

6 icons . , 

7 icons . . 

6 icons . , 

9 icons . . 

all 10 icons 

.Triple bonus 

.Quad bonus 

.Rush bonus 

.Super bonus 

.Extreme bonus 
> 
? 

.? 

Battle Mode is a 2-4 Player deathmatch where each player must score a set number 

of points (or kills) In order to win. As you drive around the arena, collect powerful 

weapon upgrades to exterminate the competition. After you have selected how many 

players there will ber highlight Battle at the Select Mode screen and press the A 

Button, Before you begin to ptay, you will be able to select the track farena) that you 

want to use. In addition to the usual track options you can adjust, you have the option 

of setting the number of points needed to win. HighlFghf Battle Points and choose from 

5 point to 50 points needed to determine a victor. 

After you have adjusted the track options, all players can select their cars and change 

the car settings. After all players are ready, press the A Button to begin The bat tie, 

BASIC RULES OF BATTLE 
The object of Battle Mode is to get as many kills 

needed to win. This is accomplished by using 

weapons on your enemies. Your kill count will be 

displayed in a corner of your player-specific screen. 

Each player has a Damage Meter in the bottom-cen¬ 

ter of their screens. Once the Damage Meter runs 

out, so does your life! 

It will take some weapons longer to destroy a car 

than others. Some even destroy a car in one shot! The only way a player can earn a 

kill is to destroy another car. If a car rolls over and explodes by Its own doing, no points 

are awarded. 

When playing in Battle Mode, you will have to collect weapons to use against your 

enemies. These weapons are scattered Ihroughour the track and can be activated by 

steering into them. Not every weapon is available on a track. For information about 

each of the weapons, see Battle Weaponry, next page. 



Collect weapons to use against your enemies. They're scattered throughout the track and 

can be activated by steering into them. All weapons are available on each Battle match track. 

Read these two pages to learn about the different weapons and powerups In Battle mode, 

BATTERING RAM 
The Battering Ram is a non-shooting weapon. When activated, 

simply drive your car into an opponent's car to destroy them. You 

can use this weapon 5 times before It is discarded. 

GATTUNG GUN 
This weapon fires a stream of bullets at your enemy. When you activate 

the GattMng Gun, Keep firing at your opponent until they explode. It may 

nor hill them in one shot, bur you've got 100 bullets to work with! 

GRENADE LAUNCHER 
The Gtenadc Launcher allows you to lob grenades at the other cars. The grenades 

will bounce a few times and then explode. This weapon may be tough to use or first, 

but with 20 grenades at >our dsposal, you'll learn how to use if in no time. 

GUIDED MISSILE 
Another "one hit" wonder, the Guided Missile is one of the most powerful weapons 

in Battle Mode, in order to hit another car, the enemy must be our In the open and 

nor hiding behind anything. When you have a clear shot, fire one of your 3 missiles 

to take them our. 

SONIC BLASTER 
One of the most powerful weapons in Battle Mode, the Sonic 

Blaster can destroy a car in a single shot. Emitting a destructive 

sonic wave, the Sonic Blaster is best used at a fairly close dis¬ 

tance from the enemy. 

Hr * 

LAND MINE 

When activated, the Land Mine weapon will allow you to lay down 

3 land mines on the pfayfreld to blow up anyone following too 

closely. Don't run over your own mine, or it will deactivate, 

PL AS AAA CANNON 

It takes two good shots to destroy a car using the Plasma Cannon. 

Possessing great range, the Plasma Cannon is a powerful weapon 

to have. When activated, you will have 20 shots to use. 

ROCKET LAUNCHER 

This weapon allows you to launch up to 20 rockets at an enemy. A 

great long distance weapon, the Rocker Launcher will lake out an 

enemy car with two good shots, 

REPAIR 

A valuable asset on the battlefield, the Repair Icon will recharge your 

life meter. Repair icons arc usually difficult to reach, but well worth 

the effort it takes to get to them! 

SHIELD 

Another defensive weapon, the Shield provides a Temporary amount of pro- 

rectlon from the enemy. The Shield will not make you Invulnerable, bur it 

will reflect a great majority of the damage done by other cars' weapons. 

INVISIBILITY 

This defensive weapon renders your car Invisible to your enemies. 

It remains active for a limited time, so you must attack quickly to get 

the most our of it! Beware! When firing your weapon, you will 

momentarily be visible. 
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MIDWAY HOME ENTERTAINMENT INC. warrants to the original purchaser of this Midway Heme Enter¬ 
tainment Inc. software product that the medium on which this computer program is recorded is free from 
defects in materials and workmanship for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase. This 
Midway Home Entertainment Inc. software program is sold ,las k" without express or implied warranty 
damages of any kind, and Midway Home Entertainment Inc. is not liable for any tosses or damages of 
any kind resulting from the use of this program. Midway Home Entertainment inc, agrees for a period of 
ninety (90) days to either repair or replay at its option, free of charge, any Midway Home Entertain¬ 
ment Inc. software product, postage paid, with proof of purchase, at its Factory Service Center, 

This warranty is not applicable to normal wear and tear. This warranty shall not be applicable and 
shall be void if the defect En the Midway Home Entertain men I Inc, software product has arisen 
through abuse, unreasonable use, mistreatment or neglect, THfS WARRANTY iS IN LIEU OF ALL 
OTHER WARRANTIES AND NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR CLAIMS OF ANY NATURE 
SHALL BE BINDING ON OR OBLIGATE MIDWAY HOME ENTERTAINMENT INC. ANY IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES APPLICABLE TO THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. ARE LIMITED TO THE 
NINETY (90) DAY PERIOD DESCRIBED ABOVE. 

IN NO EVENT WILL MIDWAY ROME ENTERTAINMENT iNC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, 
INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM POSSESSION, USE OR 
MALFUNCTION OF THIS MIDWAY HOME ENTERTAINMENT INC. SOFTWARE PRODUCT. 

Some states do not allow limitations as to how long an implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions 
or limitations of incidental or consequential damages so the abovo limitallons and/or exclusions 
of liability may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific rights, and you may also have 
other rights which vary from state to state. 

Midway Customer Support 
903 874-S092 

f 0:00am - 6:30pm / Central Time 
Monday - Friday 

Automated help line open 24 hours a day 
ESRB RATING 

This product has been rated by the Entertainment Software Feting Board, For inlornijuinn about ihe ESFIB rnbng, or to comment 
about the appropriateness oftihe rating, please comteel Ilia ESflB at 1-000-771-3Z72 

Midway Home Entertainment fnc. 
P.O. Box 2097 

Corsicana, TX 75151-2097 
www. mi d way. com 
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